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Summary
The given article deals with the historical period: from the second part of the nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth centuries when there was the “silver era” of Odesa city development. The article provides the initial analysis and classification of major historical publications that are basic for the creation of prosopographic portrait and related to the life and work of nine Odesa mayors such as: Semen Vorontsov, Mykola Novoselsky, Grigory Marazli, Valeryan Ligin, Petro Kryzhanovsky, Pavlo Zelenyi, Vasyl Protopopov, Mykola Moiseyev and Borys Pelikan who held the self-government office from the beginning of the City Regulations of 1863 until the turning points in the first half of the twentieth century – World War I. The material for the investigation was singled out from the works of mayors’ contemporaries, Soviet researchers, modern Ukrainian and foreign historians. 45 published papers were analyzed. In the research, the following methods were used: the methods of synthesis and analysis and the method of critical thinking. Also the biographies and activities of Odesa city mayors were presented in the reviewed works. The findings have suggested that the history of city self-government and the role of city leaders in this process should be the subject of a special systematic and comprehensive study.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays a very young scientific discipline – prosopography caused a new look at the study of life and activity of historical figures, the need for their concretization and reflection in a set of life circumstances, family and non-family societies. The main tools of prosopography help to rediscover personalities in the context of their major periods of life.

The main focus in prosopographic studies concentrates on source base. However, information about many clarifying details about personal data, family ties, immediate environment, career growth, participation or role in historical events – can already be recorded in the works of scientists and contemporaries of Odesa mayors in the second half of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.

The study of the history of hometowns is one of the most pressing issues of our time. Local historians are in constant search of discovering more new facts about the past of their native land. The history of city self-government and the role of individual historical figures in it still need thorough consideration.

The purpose of the article is to identify and analyze works of the past and current researches made by historians, politicians, cultural figures which are devoted to the activity of
Odesa city mayors. These materials will help restore the picture of the history of urban self-govern-ment through the personalities of the leaders of Odesa for creation a prosopographic portrait. In accordance with the purpose, the use of the method of analysis and synthesis allowed analyzing the general state of scientific development of the topic in Ukrainian and foreign historiography, to group historiography by issues. The method of critical thinking was introduced in order to search, analyze, classify and select information by level of significance.

2. The mayors’ personalities and the research of them

The City Regulations were introduced in Odesa city in 1863 (earlier than the national city reform of the 1870s) and gave more authority to the city leaders to innovate and implement progressive ideas. From the activation of the above-mentioned document until the beginning of the World War I, the position of the mayor of Odesa was held by the following personalities: Semen Vorontsov (1863-1867), Mykola Novoselsky (1867-1878), Grigory Marazli (1878-1895), Valeryan Ligin (1895-1897), Petro Kryzhanovsky (1897, 1905), Pavlo Zelenyi (1898-1905), Vasyl Protopopov (1906-1908), Mykola Moiseyev (1908-1913) and Borys Pelikan (1913-1917). For modern Odesa citizens such names as: S. Vorontsov, M. Novoselsky, G. Marazli are well-known, but they can tell not much about the activities of these people. The names of the other city mayors remain a mystery even for scientists.

It should be stressed that the study of the main figures of Odesa municipality has not been highlighted in detail too. There are scarce publications about the state of the city under the leadership of a certain mayor, biographical information about the mayors, or monographs devoted to the anniversaries of Odesa, which include the period after the enactment of the City Regulations in 1863 and before World War I.

For the more thorough analysis of the existing publications we have divided the whole historiographical process of the research into three periods: pre-revolutionary (XIX – early XX century), soviet (1921-1991) and present-day. The latter began with the proclamation of Ukrainian independence. Each of above-mentioned periods of the research of Odesa mayors’ activity is marked by various socio-political reasons, the possibility of access to various sources and the implementation of scientific publications taking into account ideological principles.

3. The pre-revolutionary historiography

Contemporaries of Odesa mayors, such as stockbroker S. Bernstein and censor S. Plaksin, mostly described the general state and events in the city, mentioning only some sentences about the current mayors after 1863 City Reform (Bernstein, 1881; Plaksin, 1901). The similar trend can be traced in the special jubilee works – to the so-called 100th anniversary of Odesa foundation (1894) (Kirpichnikov, 1894; Odessa, 1894; Sinhronisticheskoje izobrazhenie, 1897: 5,7,9-10,13; Stoletiye Odessy, 1894).

A bright and fundamental example of the description of the mayor's activity is a brochure (extract from the “Novorossiysky Telegraph” newspaper of 1880) with an overview of the activities of such mayor as M. Novoselsky (Obzor deyatelnosti, 1880). The work less saturated with information is the reference from the biographical dictionary of Poltava province about V. Protopopov and the obituary about M. Novoselsky from the “Notes” of Odesa Society of History and Antiquities (Pavlovskij, 1914; Markevich, 1900).

Also an important issue is the availability of materials from the local press, namely, separate articles of the Duma, sketches written by journalists, newspaper editors and anonymous
people. Quite revealing examples are biographical references with the portraits of Odesa mayors at election, essays on the celebration of holidays and professional anniversaries, feuilletons with assessments of activities, scandals, inter-election disputes, photos from illustrated newspaper supplements and obituaries, memoirs of the above-mentioned personalities.

Moreover, it should be noted that in the majority of the pre-revolutionary works, the assessments of mayors were positive; much emphasis was placed on the activities of G. Marazli and M. Novoselsky. The newspapers could have had more conflicting views, especially if the city government's decision did not meet to the demands of the local community.

4. The Soviet period of research

During the Soviet period, the study of the people of noble origin was unacceptable, and the events and phenomena of the post-reform era were deliberately silenced. In 1928, the anniversary collection on the existence of the newspaper “Odesa Herald” provided a brief review of the activities of one of the mayors – P. Zelenyi as the editor of the “Odesa Herald” newspaper for 1878-1884 (Berman, 1928).

Emphasizing on the working class of the population, a jubilee essay devoted to the 150th anniversary of Odesa as a hero city, mentioned one of the mayors. G. Marazli was mentioned as one of the constant leaders, “fathers” of the city, and in general the author of the section gave a positive assessment to the heads of self-government of Odesa in 1860-1890 (Dobrolyubskij, 1947: 85).

In 1960 a generalized popular science essay on the history of Odesa region and Odesa city appeared. In this book the period of active development of industry in the second half of the nineteenth century was mentioned. In particular, V. Zagoruyko specially mentioned several personalities, such as: M. Novoselsky, G. Marazli and P. Zelenyi who were Odesa mayors. M. Novoselsky was praised both for his economic views and initiatives, and for his important work to improve the city's infrastructure and communications. His successor, G. Marazli, appeared with a sharply opposite character, due to belonging to the largest business families of the time, who “made their millions on the wheat trade” and “for greater popularity – returned the crumbs of the acquired wealth to the public with great noise”. The last mayor of the list, P. Zelenyi was mentioned as the editor of the “Odesa Herald” newspaper and the mayor. The author described P. Zelenyi neutrally, as a territorial liberal with progressive views, who maintained broad ties with the Ukrainian intelligentsia, foreign cultural figures and publishing houses (Zagorujko, 1960: 38-41).

During the Soviet period, the American researcher P. Herlihy came to Odesa and worked with the archival documents. After her visit the book “Odessa. A History, 1794 – 1914” was published in Harvard University (Herlihy, 1987).

In the text of the book the names of several mayors – S. Vorontsov, M. Novoselsky, G. Marazli and P. Zelenyi were mentioned. There were some details about their life and the period of activity as the heads of the city with interspersed memories of the contemporaries about their behavior and character.

5. Contemporary Ukrainian and foreign historiography

The transformation of this problem into an object of study took place only after Ukraine gained independence. General essays on the history of Odesa, written by present-day researchers, have references to the mayors of Odesa, their administrative, public and charitable activities (Stanko, 2002; Malahov, 2004; Grebcova, 2009; Libin, 2009: 229-232, 276-278; Demin, 2011).
The publication of the monograph aimed at describing the activity of one of Odesa mayors, who devoted almost a quarter of his life to the service of Odesa – G. Marazli, became a positive shift to the profound investigation of the topic under analysis. Since 1990s, the publications written by different researchers, local historians and employees of educational and cultural institutions on the life and various spheres of G. Marazli’s activities have appeared regularly (Terenteva, 1994; G. G. Marazli, 1995; Kulyk, 1997; Izuvita, 1999; Chopp, 2000; Doncova, 2001; Hryhorii Marazli, 2006; Terentieva, 2006; Reshetov, 2007; Reshetov, 2012). Grigory Marazli is the most outspoken person among the cohort of mayors of the post-reform era.

Later M. Novoselsky, P. Zelenyi, and B. Pelikan – the mayors, who also received attention from modern scholars studying regional history, became the popular figures too (Krasyuk, 1993; Zlenko, 1994; Zlenko, 1997; Fajtelberg-Blank, 2008; Goncharuk, 2012). In particular, the figures of M. Novoselsky and B. Pelican in historians’ investigations were highlighted by the same authors, namely, S. Reshetov and L. Izhik who wrote about G. Marazli (Reshetov, 2013; Izhik, 2014).

S. Vorontsov and V. Ligin were mentioned in single publications devoted to some episodes of Odesa life – activities in the Society of Fine Arts and the Imperial Novorossiya University (Savelieva, 2005; Abramov, 2009). The figures of P. Kryzhanovskiy, V. Protopopov and M. Moiseyev have not been the subjects of definite investigations, articles, references yet, except for the works of the author (Palamarchuk 2017; Herasymenko, 2018; Herasymenko, 2021).

Foreign historiography also made contribution into the investigation of the activity of Odesa mayors. P. Herlihy continued her work on the study of historical events and figures of Odesa (Herlihy, 2018). The pages of Jewish history of Ukraine presented by O. Solzhenitsyn also described Odesa city, in particular the tragic events of 1905, where mayors played their significant role (Solzenicyn, 2001).

The attention of Polish and German researchers was paid to V. Ligin, his family, and overseas activities of the government (Górak, 2016; Rolf, 2020). The modern reprint of the Court Calendar of 1915 finally shed light on the activity of one of the less-known mayors, M. Moiseyev (Krylov-Tolstikovich, 2015: 437).

6. Conclusions

The foregoing in this article allows us to conclude the following. In the first, pre-revolutionary, period, the general picture of the development of Odesa was covered in essays and works dedicated to the 100th anniversary. The names of the city mayors were mentioned scarcely in the sections of the above-mentioned works. Brief biographical information could be found only in obituaries. Their positions and public activities could be found on the pages of multi-volume reference books.

During the Soviet period, under the pressure of the so-called “class approach”, political situation, communist ideology and lack of information, scientists failed to conduct a thorough study of Odesa city governmental leaders.

After gaining the state independence the significant changes took place in Ukraine. One of them was connected with history direction. The various researches (articles or monographs) on the history of the city began to be published. These papers included the descriptions of the mayors’ biographies or highlighting some famous city personalities or covering the direction of government officials. The most studied public figure is G. Marazli, followed by M. Novoselsky, P. Zelenyi, B. Pelican. There is still a very limited amount of information about
S. Vorontsov, V. Ligin, P. Kryzhanovsky, V. Protopopov and M. Moiseyev. Foreign researchers also write about the personalities of Odesa mayors, but only in connection with their family ties or foreign activities.

Thus, despite a great number of publications, the history of urban self-government and the role of city leaders have not yet been the subject of special systematic and comprehensive research. Due to prosopography and its tools, a significant shift in terms of studying the group of historical personalities of the city government of Odesa can take place.
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